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Analyse the moduli space of supersymmetric compactifications
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susy AdS
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Analysing the scalar potential!

(and break supersymmetry)

This year is about…

[Grimm,Li, IV’ to appear][Garcia-Etxebarria,Montero,Sousa, IV’ to appear]



Study structure of the scalar potential at 
asymptotic limits of the moduli space

Goal: 



Boundaries/singularities 
of the  moduli space

(at infinite or finite 
field distance)

Asymptotic limits
Near the boundaries of the moduli space

Examples: large volume, conifold point, weak coupling, strong coupling…



Asymptotic limits

Limiting Hodge Theory provides a useful mathematical tool to study 
these limits in complete generality

One can always find an expansion parameter that allows us to determine a 
perturbative expansion of the EFT in the asymptotic limit:

Intuitive physical picture:

L = L
tree

+ L
pert

+ L
non�pert

asymptotic approx.strict asymptotic approx.

(EFT’s descriptions of string theory compactifications assume to be near some of these limits)
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They are also special loci where global symmetries can be restored 

e.g. weak coupling limit:          gYM ! 0

WGC avoids this to happen

restore U(1) global symmetry
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Asymptotic limits

They are also special loci where global symmetries can be restored 

e.g. weak coupling limit:          gYM ! 0

WGC avoids this to happen

Asymptotic regions of moduli space: perfect arena to test Swampland Conjectures 
and look for universal patterns!

restore U(1) global symmetry

Swampland Conjectures:

New physics
EFT breaks down below a cut-off that vanishes in the limit

Constraints the EFT: yield no-go’s and universal patterns

(The closer to the limit, the more important is the QG effect)

Quantum Gravity obstruction to 
restore a global symmetry
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We can choose local coordinates so that the singularity occurs at: 
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axion saxion

Ni = log Ti
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in the moduli space of a Calabi-Yau manifold

whereti ! i1



Asymptotic limits

We can choose local coordinates so that the singularity occurs at: 

ti = �i + isi

axion saxion

Ni = log Ti

monodromy 
transformation

N1 T1

Im(t1) ! 1

(real codimension-one)
singular locus

in the moduli space of a Calabi-Yau manifold

where

N2

N = N1 +N2

Im(t2) ! 1

(real codimension-one)
singular locus

(real codimension-two)
enhanced singularity

t1, t2 ! i1
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IV0,m̂�2

V2,m̂

Classification of asymptotic limits
in a Calabi-Yau fourfold

Five main types of singularities: I, II, III, IV,  V
infinite distance



[Grimm,Li, IV]
[Grimm,Li, Zimmermann]

Classification of asymptotic limits
in a Calabi-Yau fourfold

Five main types of singularities: I, II, III, IV,  V
infinite distance

more in Thomas’s talk



Study structure of the scalar potential at 
asymptotic limits of the moduli space

Goal: 

• Determine asymptotic form of the scalar potential at every limit

• Analyse flux vacua at parametric control (any de Sitter?)

• Study back-reaction effects in axion monodromy



de Sitter?

No-go’s in type IIA flux compactifications at large volume and weak coupling:

[Hertzberg, Kachru, Taylor, Tegmark ’08]

More recently [Wrase,Junghans,Andriot…]

[Wrase, Zagermann ’10] …

RR and NS fluxes + O6-planes: 

Adding curvature, metric fluxes… [Flauger,Paban,Robbin,Wrase ’09]
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What happens beyond large volume and weak coupling? 



de Sitter?

No-go’s in type IIA flux compactifications at large volume and weak coupling:

[Hertzberg, Kachru, Taylor, Tegmark ’08]

More recently [Wrase,Junghans,Andriot…]

[Wrase, Zagermann ’10] …

RR and NS fluxes + O6-planes: 

Adding curvature, metric fluxes… [Flauger,Paban,Robbin,Wrase ’09]

deSitter conjecture:

Consistent with the above no-go’s for classical vacua

Evidence only based on particular examples…

|rV | � cV with c ⇠ O(1) [Obied,Ooguri,Spodyneik,Vafa’18]

|rV |
V

�
r

27

13

What happens beyond large volume and weak coupling? 



Relation to the Swampland Distance Conjecture:

The infinite tower of states is responsible of 

(implying that the deSitter conjecture should be valid at any infinite distance point)

Dine-Seiberg problem for every scalar

Let’s test this!

de Sitter?

|rV | � cV

[Ooguri,Palti,Shiu,Vafa ’18]

V

�

(not only large volume or weak coupling)



VM =
1

V3
4

⇣Z

Y4

G4 ^ ⇤G4 �
Z

Y4

G4 ^G4

⌘

Flux scalar potential

M-theory on CY4

1

2

Z

Y4

G4 ^G4 =
�(Y4)

24
Tadpole cancellation:

Analyse asymptotic structure of flux-induced potential at any infinite 
distance singularity of the complex structure moduli space of 

Aim: 

CY4

Dual to 4d F-theory: VF =
1

V2
b

⇣Z

Y4

G4 ^ ⇤G4 �
Z

Y4

G4 ^G4

⌘



H4
p(Y4,R) =

M

`2E
V` , ` = (`1, . . . , `n̂)

Finer splitting of the cohomology group adapted to the singularity type:

Asymptotic flux scalar potential

G4 =
X

`2E
G`

4Asymptotic flux splitting:

t1 , . . . , tn̂ ! i1Consider the limit:

Given a growth sector we can determine:

,

1

ti = �i + isi

s1 � s2 � · · · � sn̂ � 1

Z

CY4

G`
4 ^G`0

4 = 0 unless `+ `0 = 8 ,

The flux splits into pairwise orthogonal components:

integer vector

[Cattani,Kaplan,Schmid]



Asymptotic flux scalar potential

Asymptotic leading behaviour of hodge norm:

saxions axions

t1 , . . . , tn̂ ! i1Consider the limit:

Given a growth sector

� :

[Cattani,Kaplan,Schmid]

Z
G4 ^ ⇤G4 ⇠

X

`2E
kG`

4k2sl(2)2

kG`
4k2sl(2) =

⇣s1

s2

⌘`1�4
· · ·

⇣sn̂�1

sn̂

⌘`n̂�1�4
(sn̂)`n̂�4 k⇢`(G4,�)k21

we can determine:

, ti = �i + isi

s1 � s2 � · · · � sn̂ � 1

Strict asymptotic approx.: it drops out terms of O(si+1/si)

⇢(G4,�) ⌘ e�
iNiG4

s :



Asymptotic flux scalar potential

Asymptotic leading behaviour of hodge norm:

saxions axions

t1 , . . . , tn̂ ! i1Consider the limit:

Given a growth sector

� :

[Cattani,Kaplan,Schmid]

Z
G4 ^ ⇤G4 ⇠

X

`2E
kG`

4k2sl(2)2

kG`
4k2sl(2) =

⇣s1

s2

⌘`1�4
· · ·

⇣sn̂�1

sn̂

⌘`n̂�1�4
(sn̂)`n̂�4 k⇢`(G4,�)k21

we can determine:

, ti = �i + isi

s1 � s2 � · · · � sn̂ � 1

Kinetic metric of 3-forms

shift symmetric 
functions

Natural interpretation in terms of the potential derived from Minkowski 3-form gauge fields:
(à la Dvali-Kaloper-Sorbo)

[Bielleman,Ibanez,IV,Carta,
Marchesano,Staessens,

Zoccarato,Farakos,Lanza,
Martucci,Sorokin,Herraez,

Quirant…’15-19]

⇢(G4,�) ⌘ e�
iNiG4

s :
Z`(s)

⇤FA
4 = ZAB⇢B

V = �ZAB(s
i)FA

4 FB
4 + FA

4 ⇢A(�
i) V = ZAB(s)⇢A(�)⇢B(�)



Two moduli limits

Denote 

Take limit with

t1 = �+ is , t2 =  + iu

s, u ! 1 s � u � 1
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Two moduli limits

Denote 

Take limit with

G4 =
X

`2E
G`

4 ` = (m,n)• Asymptotic flux splitting:

t1 = �+ is , t2 =  + iu

s, u ! 1 s � u � 1

Amn = k⇢mnk21 > 0 A
loc

⌘ hG
4

,G
4

i

• Asymptotic behaviour of scalar potential:

V
M

⇠ 1

V3

4

⇣ X

(m,n)2E

sm�4un�m Amn �A
loc

⌘

• Asymptotic behaviour of the field metric:
V behaves exponentially on the 
canonically normalised fields K = � log

�
sd1ud2�d1

+ . . .
�

gt1 t̄1 =
d1
s2

gt2 t̄2 =
d2 � d1

u2



Two moduli limits

We compute leading behaviour 
of the flux induced scalar 

potential for the 36 possible 
asymptotic limits

s, u ! 1

Classification of asymptotic flux-
induced scalar potentials!



Two moduli limits

We compute leading behaviour 
of the flux induced scalar 

potential for the 36 possible 
asymptotic limits

s, u ! 1

Classification of asymptotic flux-
induced scalar potentials!

weak coupling + large volume limit in IIA

s ! 1 (type II): weak coupling

u ! 1 (type IV): large volume

V
M

⇠ 1

V3

4

 
X

p=0,2,4,6

Afp

up�3s
+

X

q=0,1,2,3

Ahqs

u3�2q
�A

loc

!



Asymptotic flux vacua

Check the presence of extrema of the potential at parametric control

V =
1

⌧↵

⇣ NX

i=1

Amini⌧
mi�4⇢ni�mi �A

loc

⌘

Aim: 
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symmetry to Type IIA We leave the coefficients free



Asymptotic flux vacua

Check the presence of extrema of the potential at parametric control

V =
1

⌧↵

⇣ NX

i=1

Amini⌧
mi�4⇢ni�mi �A

loc

⌘

Aim: 

It can appear upon mirror 
symmetry to Type IIA We leave the coefficients free

Linear optimization problemMinimization conditions

⇢@⇢V =
NX

i=1

(ni �mi)Vi = 0

⌧@⌧V =
NX

i=1

(mi � 4� ↵)Vi + ↵VN+1 = 0

a(mi � 4� ↵) + b(ni �mi) + c � 0 ,

↵a� c � 0 ,

±c � 0



No-go theorem

The no-go is based on the scaling of the potential with the moduli that become large 

Similar to previous no-go’s in Type IIA at large volume and weak coupling 

Our no-go contains this limit but also the other 35 possible limits in a

[Hertzberg, Kachru, Taylor, Tegmark ’08] (more recently [Wrase,Junghans,Andriot…])

V ! 0

There is no dS vacua at parametric control near any two large field limit 
of a         in the strict asymptotic approx if            at the large field limitCY4

CY4

(strong coupling, etc.)



No-go theorem

V ! 0

Assumptions:

There is no dS vacua at parametric control near any two large field limit 
of a         in the strict asymptotic approx if            at the large field limitCY4

• Parametric control: the vacuum should survive in the large field limit, 
i.e. for parametrically large field values of the saxions s and u

• Strict asymptotic approximation: we only keep the leading asymptotic 
growth of each term of the potential.

• The potential should asymptotically vanish in the limit s, u ! 1



No-go theorem

V ! 0

There is no dS vacua at parametric control near any two large field limit 
of a         in the strict asymptotic approx if            at the large field limitCY4

We check that the potential also satisfies the de Sitter Conjecture: 

|rV | � cV

Satisfied at any infinite distance limit in which an infinite tower of 
states can be identified

with c ⇠ O(1)

Linked to Distance conjecture

[Ooguri,Palti,Shiu,Vafa ’18]

Future task: What about finite distance limits?

whenever holds,   with       constantf�2 � (i
ks

k)Gij(
j
l s

l) kik



No-go theorem

V ! 0

There is no dS vacua at parametric control near any two large field limit 
of a         in the strict asymptotic approx if            at the large field limitCY4

Results about AdS vacua in Thomas’s talk



Backreaction in axion monodromy

How far can I displace an axion before the effects of the SDC become relevant? 

Distance Conjecture:
singular locus

Upper bound for the geodesic distance
but what about turning trajectories?

�s . 1

�
log

✓
Mp

⇤

◆
s ! 1



Backreaction in axion monodromy

How far can I displace an axion before the effects of the SDC become relevant? 

Distance Conjecture:
singular locus

Upper bound for the geodesic distance
but what about turning trajectories?

�s . 1

�
log

✓
Mp

⇤

◆
s ! 1

Not much for closed string axions, as minimisation of the flux potential implies

hsi ⇠ �� at large field

L � 1

s2
(@�)2 ⇠ 1

�2�2
(@�)2

⇤QG ⇠ exp (����)

�� ' 1

�
log �

and backreacts on the kinetic term for the axion

� ⇠ O(1) in Type II flux compactifications for a closed string axion

[Baume,Palti'16]

[I.V.,’16][Baume,Palti'16]



Backreaction in axion monodromy

Distance Conjecture:

Upper bound for the geodesic distance
but what about turning trajectories?

Refined Distance Conjecture: � ⇠ O(1) for any scalar field [Klaewer,Palti'16]

[Ooguri-Vafa’06]

Possible loophole: Mass hierarchy? Flux tuning to make    small?

�s . 1

�
log

✓
Mp

⇤

◆

�

[Baume,Palti'16] [I.V.,’16] [Bielleman,Ibanez,Pedro,I.V.,Wieck’16] [Blumenhagen,I.V.,Wolf’17]
[Hebecker,Henkenjohann,Witkowski’17] [Cicoli,Ciupke,Mayhrofer,Shukla’18][Blumenhagen et al.’18]

[Ooguri,Vafa’06]

How far can I displace an axion before the effects of the SDC become relevant? 

singular locus
s ! 1

[I.V.,’16]

[Uranga et al.’18]



Backreaction in axion monodromy

The flux potential in the strict asymptotic approx behaves as an 
homogeneous function at large field satisfying

with     a flux-independent parameter.

V (�si,��i) ' �diV (si,�i)

@siV = 0 ! si = � �i + . . .

�

Valid for axions in complex structure moduli space of 
(including D7-brane moduli)

Evidence for the Refined SDC!

We find:

CY4



No stable non-
susy AdS

No deSitter 
minima

[Grimm,Lee, IV][Garcia-Etxebarria,Montero,Sousa, IV]



‘Nothing really matters’

• Witten’s Bubble of nothing:

KK compactification on      with anti-periodic boundary conditionsS1

Not a problem if the theory preserves SUSY at some energy….

• New Bubbles of nothing:

No topological obstruction for bubble of nothing if        is trivial in

d : internal dimensionsCompactification on Xd

⌦spin
dXd

We construct explicit examples in which the decay becomes 
possible once SUSY is broken 

Even if boundary conditions are consistent with supersymmetry!

stay t
uned!

(so it can be shrunk to a point)



Summary

We have classified the possible asymptotic flux-induced scalar 
potentials at every two large field limit in M/F-theory Calabi-Yau 

fourfold compactifications

We generalize no-go’s for classical deSitter at parametric control beyond 
large volume/weak coupling limits

Results consistent with a “generalized” Dine-Seiberg problem for every scalar
as in

Notice: It does not apply to KKLT!

[Ooguri,Palti,Shiu,Vafa ’18]

We find geometric reason for which backreaction effects in axion 
monodromy become flux-independent at large field

Results consistent with the Refined Distance Conjecture [Klaewer,Palti'16][Ooguri-Vafa’06]



The String Swampland and Quantum Gravity
Constraints on Effective Theories
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Mathematical Foundations of the 
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Summer 2021
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Opposite scaling than Lyth bound!

[Scalisi,IV’18]
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Phenomenological implications

Upper bound on the scalar field range that can be described by an 
effective field theory with finite cut-off

Cosmological relaxation of the EW scale

Large field inflation �� . 1

�
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✓
Mp
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⇠ O(1)Mp

For inflation:



Phenomenological implications

Upper bound on the scalar field range that can be described by an 
effective field theory with finite cut-off

�� . 1

�
log

✓
Mp

⇤

◆

is related to the properties of the discrete infinite symmetry 
generating the orbit of states

� =
p
d order one factor!

Multiple saxions:

Axionic trajectory:

� ", �� #
� #, �� "

- One parameter moduli spaces: Nda0 6= 0 , Nd+1a0 = 0( )

�

- Beyond geodesics:

What is � ?

Cosmological relaxation of the EW scale

Large field inflation



Phenomenological implications

Upper bound on the scalar field range that can be described by an 
effective field theory with finite cut-off

�� . 1

�
log

✓
Mp

⇤

◆

is related to the properties of the discrete infinite symmetry 
generating the orbit of states

� =
p
d order one factor!

Multiple saxions:

Axionic trajectory:

� ", �� #
� #, �� "

- One parameter moduli spaces: Nda0 6= 0 , Nd+1a0 = 0( )

�

- Beyond geodesics:

What is � ?

What type of trajectories are allowed by the asymptotic scalar 
potential arising at infinite distance?

Cosmological relaxation of the EW scale

Large field inflation


